How can two or more political parties campaigning against one another,
utilizing millions upon millions of tax payers’ money, find themselves then
having to join opposition parties to win? Why waste all that money to fight
their opposition if they really in it together? So does that mean the money gets
returned to the Tax payers? Because there clearly was no reason to utilise tax
payers’ money to campaign against their opposition to try to win only to then
have to join forces with them to do so. The illegitimate technicalities are self
explanatory let alone the most often rigged voting system itself.
What is the purpose of voting???? If Australia is a Corporate, and the whole
Taxation and Voting system is a Hoax?
The recycling turns out to also be a total hoax.....All these many years of paying
sooooooooooooooooo much money on recycling bin rates, scare tactics they
used and placing the onus on the people to ensure they know how to use
those recycling bins........all the billions and billions of dollars invested in
recycling................where on earth did that money really go if there was no
such thing as recycling? Which was dumped in other countries such as
Malaysia, China, Vietnam, Indonesia, India and the list goes on. For how long
has this being going on?
“dumping in poorer countries is coming to an end. Calling it recycling is a joke. Nothing get
recycled it gets buried”

venom
https://www.rt.com/business/455060-australia-recycling-crisis-india/

What is the purpose of recycling bins???? Why are Australians paying recycling
bin rates and other expenses regarding recycling????? Who exactly initiated
the program of recycling? And where did that money go to? Shouldn’t that
money be all returned to the tax payers?
The whole Employment Agencies that they somehow indoctrinate so-call
Providers is also a hoax based on tax payers money. They are thus not
entrepreneurs all those of employment companies. Who do you think actually
creates the unemployment in the first place?

The very ones who create the problems find themselves creating the solutions
all for money. YOUR money.
When recessions were created, or high interest rates or financial collapses, the
money has to go somewhere. So whilst the very people paying taxes lose their
financial gains, their assets, their businesses, their homes they worked hard
for...........where does it all go to? It goes right into the very pockets of the ones
who create the problem in the first place. Then the very same culprits create
so called employment agencies to have YOU running around finding a job,
whilst with YOUR money they pay others to dictate to YOU that you have to go
running around whilst they have to tick some protocol boxes so that they can
get paid. Wow!
AND the tax payers are forced to accept jobs that are against their principles,
ethics, morals, and so forth.
A dear friend currently has joined so many of those employment agencies all at
once and what this soul discovered is mindblowing.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Here is something worth knowing and so important to know. I personally verify
its authenticity fully.
An insurance company has a client who signs for income protection. Something
happens due to major medical reasons. They try to claim the income
protection. But the insurance company lures them to accept disability claim.
But they did not sign for disability or life insurance. They signed for income
protection. They are then forced to accept without having signed disability and
life insurance. Years of abuse, intimidations, threats, invasion of privacy,
immense concerns arise. Eventually losing everything the client then seeks
financial assistance through ‘Centrelink’. The client is asked to provide an
extensive
medical
report.....then
another
then
another
then
another...........sounds like an insurance company..... overridden by unqualified
persons!!!!! The client’s health debilitates.........guess what? That insurance
company has contacted Human Services/Centrelink to ensure that the client
does not get the disability pension, so that the insurance company does not
then pay out the disability claim, to which mind you the client did not even sign
or had in the first place. The client had signed and asked for Income Protection.

The world has started to become Transparent though and I was told that some
have organised to activate something to ensure that a lot of further
information becomes available to the public regardless.
The unethical misconduct and nature of this very seriousness of what has been
happening, let alone the appalling unprofessionalism occurring in so many
sectors of the matrix system is ‘mindblowing’. Even regarding Centrelink,
Assessment Assessors and Job Capacity Assessors, Employment Agencies or
Services labeled as so called providers, Community and Charity Centers. There
have been stolen funds that were to be allocated to clients, abuse and sexual
abuse, exploitation of clients sent to certain jobs that were not appropriate for
them, targets of exploitation for this includes businesses run down also. There
was a lot of manipulation, threats, invasion of privacy and intimidation
occurring, as well harassment.
The enormity of trauma they put clients through. There are crimes committed,
corruption and what some are doing to people has been very disturbing.
The truth is not avoidable when there are so many cases, complaints and
deaths and abuse that have occurred amongst these organizations that have
now reached pinnacle counts. Especially money taken from the allocated funds
to serve themselves rather than the interest of the public in need. Many have
been exposed, some organizations in certain locations have closed, and there
is a lot of more disclosures to unfold inevitably. Nothing will stop that despite
what some are saying.
Here are some very important points though to ask in anything, especially
where there is a handling of anything that is foremost confidential and
secondly sensitive:
- What exactly is the purpose, goal, motive, aim, intention of their
job/role for a particular case?
- Exactly what specific code protocols must they carry out to reach the
outcome of the purpose of their role?
- Do they fully read the whole case so as to fully grasp the true complaint
and understanding of the whole case and know why it has had to reach
to a certain level, because clearly it seems not?

- How many years have they had a job in such very important positions?
And how many years have they been in that specific job?
- What are their qualifications/credentials in regards to having a job
regarding a case?
- How many ‘such’ cases have they dealt with in order for the
customer/client/patient to understand if they have any experience in
such cases?
- What is their Moral Obligation to a case?

These are very important questions that anyone should have the right to know
the answers to when wanting a case to be handled rather being undermined,
bullied, threatened and abused as acceptable.

This particular matrix system has shown to be ‘rigged’ because they do not
filter individuals that should be appropriate for positions. That goes for every
sector of the matrix system. Including medical. BUT, the good news is thanks to
whistleblowers, anonymous warriors, known and unknown, and the very ones
who are affected or suffered, for the avalanche of disclosures unfolding to
enforce the whole matrix to collapse. There are computer wizards that are
now creating programs that are outside the whole of the matrix so that a lot
more disclosures come out. Astounding!!!!!

